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A b s t r a c t .  At present, we observe active development of new methods and strategies of teaching foreign lan-
guages, in which mass media materials play an important role because they provide authentic resources that offer
natural language environment and enrich the curriculum and syllabus. These resources can be easily adapted
to suit different levels of language proficiency, interests and needs of the students. The study attempts to sub-
stantiate the necessity and importance of using various types of authentic media materials in the classroom and
analyzes the challenges teachers may face in the process of teaching. The aim of the study is to address both the
theoretical background and the practical issues of application of media texts at the lessons of Russian as a fo-
reign language. They enhance not only language but and socio-cultural proficiency of the students and their un-
derstanding of linguistic phenomena such as various stylistic figures of speech, phraseological units, linguistic
means of manipulation, etc. Mass media resources can be used to develop media literacy, critical thinking and
analytical skills. This study is based on the use of general scientific methods such as analysis, description and in-
terpretation. The authors fall back on scholarly literature and their personal experience of teaching Russian. The
article suggests using practical media-based approaches to develop language skills and psychological properties,
such as memory, prediction skills, and speed of response to linguistic stimuli in undergraduate university stu-
dents of Russian as a second language. The opportunities and methods regarded in the study can be used in any
other classroom of Russian as a second language.
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А н н о т а ц и я .  В наше время наблюдается активная разработка новых методологий и стратегий обу-
чения иностранным языкам, в которой материалы СМИ занимают почетное место, представляя собой
аутентичные ресурсы, транслирующие естественную языковую среду и обогащающие учебный план.
Эти источники можно легко адаптировать к разным уровням владения иностранным языком, интересам
и потребностям учащихся. В данном исследовании авторы стремятся указать на необходимость и зна-
чимость применения различных типов медийных материалов в аудитории, а также анализируют про-
блемы, с которыми сталкиваются преподаватели в процессе обучения. Цель исследования – рассмотреть
как теоретические основы, так и практические вопросы использования медийных текстов на занятиях
по русскому языку как иностранному. Тексты СМИ повышают не только языковые, но и социально-куль-
турные знания учащихся, углубляют понимание языковых явлений, таких как различные стилистиче-
ские фигуры речи, фразеологические единицы, приемы языкового манипулирования и т. д. Материалы
СМИ могут использоваться для развития медиаграмотности, критического мышления и аналитических
навыков. Данное исследование базируется на общенаучных методах, таких как анализ, описание и ин-
терпретация. В работе авторы опираются на научную литературу, а также используют свой личный опыт.
В статье предлагаются практические подходы с применением медийных материалов, способствующие
развитию навыков владения языком и психологических качеств, таких как память, прогнозирование, бы-
строта реакции на языковые стимулы у студентов бакалавриата, которые изучают русский язык как ино-
странный. Возможности и методы, рассматриваемые в данном исследовании, могут быть использованы
в любой аудитории, изучающей русский язык.

К л ю ч е в ы е  с л о в а :  русский язык как иностранный; методика преподавания русского языка; медиа-
тексты; медиадискурс; средства массовой информации; журналистика; СМИ; учебный материал; упраж-
нения.

Д л я  ц и т и р о в а н и я :  Спишьякова,  А. Использование медийных текстов в обучении русскому
языку / А.  Спишьякова, О.  Ермачкова, Л.  Гаярски. – Текст : непосредственный // Филологиче-
ский класс. – 2021. – Т. 26, № 2. – С. 245–253. – DOI: 10.51762/1FK-2021-26-02-21.

1. Introduction
Learning foreign languages is of inexpressible

value in today’s globalised society. Therefore, na-
turally, teachers seek effective methods and ma-
terials to prepare their students adequately for
the modern communication in our ever-chan-
ging world. The traditional teaching of grammar,
reading of “ready-made” dialogues, various types
of drill and translation exercises have been pro-
ven effective in teaching of beginner and pre-in-
termediate levels of Russian language. However,
the higher the level of students’ skills is, the more
it is necessary to supplement textbook materials
and enrich the prescribed syllabus with authentic
and culturally-saturated texts.

In recent years, we have perceived an active
development in teaching of foreign languages.
This is also manifested in a shift from artificially
created language environment to an effort to es-
tablish a natural language environment as much
as possible. This not only stimulates students’
interest, but also increases their language profi-
ciency, which eventually is much needed for stu-
dents’ academic success and their future careers.

2. Research methods
The presented study aims to research the uti-

lizing mass media texts for teaching Russian as
a second language as one of effective means to
support natural language environment. The ob-
jectives of the study are to address both theore-
tical background and practical questions of in-
corporating these texts in the lecture rooms and
classrooms. Mass media text will be understood
broadly as a spoken or written product of diffe-
rent mass media types and formats.

This study is based on the use of general sci-
entific methods, such as analysis, comparison,
description and interpretation. These methods
are used for theoretical interpretation of articles,
monographs and textbooks on foreign language
teaching and different methodologies of incorpo-
ration of mass media texts. The study also follows
personal teaching experience of authors and in-
tensive study of relevant scientific literature.

3. Literature review
The importance of incorporation of mass me-

dia texts in lessons of undergraduate students or
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in any other foreign language classroom is ex-
tensively discussed and researched. The authors 
focus on various aspects, namely the role and the 
importance of mass media texts in teaching fo- 
reign languages [Tafani 2009], types of appro- 
aches to mass media text analysis [Cykunov 
2015], practical exercises to practise productive 
and receptive skills [Duda 1997, Sanderson 2002], 
practical recommendations of online media re-
sources [Zan’ko 2019], and many others aspects. 
This study will elaborate practical exercises to 
improve productive and receptive skills of under-
graduate students.

4. Results and discussion
Using various types of media texts in the 

teaching of foreign languages is always a reaso- 
nable choice for a number of reasons. First of all, 
mass media provide the students with authentic 
“live” language sample of native speakers. “They 
promote practical imitation of natural language 
environment” [Timoshenko 2015: 46]. Students 
acquire new vocabulary and grammatical struc-
tures in context, in their natural collocations, 
which has been proven much more effective than 
memorising isolated words from vocabulary lists. 
“The students are in touch with “real” language, 
which is not purified from non-standard expres-
sions and slang” [Kunovská 2015: 66].

Teachers acknowledge the ability of mass me-
dia texts to be “tailor-made” for various levels of 
students’ knowledge. They can be simplified to 
a point that they are slightly above the students’ 
level, which is in accordance with generally ac-
knowledged foreign language teaching metho- 
dologies. In addition, they can be adapted to meet 
various specific needs and interests of students. 
It is an exhaustive source for developing reading, 
writing, speaking and listening skills at the same 
time, practising already acquired material as well 
as new vocabulary and grammar acquisition.

The first apparent skill being developed is rea- 
ding. Not only mass media texts promote reading 
in the classroom, according to V. Tafani they pro-
mote extensive outside classroom reading as well 
“[...] by giving the students the confidence, the 
motivation and the ability to continue their read-
ing outside the classroom” [2009: 81]. Mass media 
cover a wide range of up-to-date material in dif-
ferent formats. Listening can be primary target 
of our attention as well. Remaining skills – writ-

ing and speaking can be incorporated in prac-
tice smoothly. Moreover, “systematic studying of 
newspaper texts helps to develop the methods of 
independent work that is very important for for-
eign language learning” [Timoshenko 2015: 46]. 
Student gains tools to improve his language, social 
and cultural competence by himself.

The appropriateness of studying mass media 
texts in a classroom also resides in the fact that 
mass media are recognized as a “forth power”. 
In this age of information technology and mul-
timedia exposure, teaching students in align-
ment with the requirements of the 21st century 
necessarily involves development of media lite- 
racy, critical thinking and analytical skills. “Me-
dia competence is now automatically added to 
the list of basic competencies that need to be em-
phasized” [Kunovská 2015: 64].

Within this scope of media study it is desi- 
rable to turn students’ attention to media ma-
nipulation. A number of researchers consider 
manipulative influence to be one of the most im-
portant functions of modern mass media along 
with information function. It seems that “[...] the 
function of influence today supplants all other 
functions” [Kuzmina 2011: 25]. Therefore, the no-
tion media-literate person necessarily involves “[...] 
the ability to recognize negative, manipulative el-
ements, reveal racial prejudice and intolerance” 
[Kunovská 2015: 67]. Students can be introduced 
to common practices of language manipulation 
in mass media. A.  A.  Gavrilov recognizes follo- 
wing means of manipulation: distortion, selec-
tion, withholding of information, metaphori-
zation, using of euphemisms and dysphemisms 
[2012: 49–52] and many others. Recognition of 
these means as a way to influence recipient’s 
mind and behavior can be part of overall text 
analysis. The metaphors, phraseological units, 
word play, intertextuality and other means need 
to be perceived not just stylistic means but as 
a very powerful tool.

The last but not least, mass media resour- 
ces are an ideal material to study the changes the 
language undergoes. It is useful for advanced 
students to keep up with these changes and to 
comprehend them. On one hand, mass media 
mirror the changes precisely. On the other hand, 
researchers acknowledge mass media contribute 
extensively to formation of new norms of Russian 
language [Vološina 2016; Valgina 2001].
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Russian in this respect is a very dynamic lan-
guage. It is particularly rich for active tenden-
cies, borrowings and the use of slang. Foreign 
language students can find Russian in mass me-
dia emotional, expressive, full of word play, and 
allusions to Russian history and literature. This 
makes it considerably difficult for a non-native 
student to read original mass media texts wi- 
thout a proper preparation. Nonetheless, this 
fact should not discourage teachers and students 
to study mass media texts, as this will promote 
their true understanding of the mentality of the 
nation and its culture.

The advantages of mass media text incorpo-
ration in classrooms presented above are not per-
ceived only from the point of view of the teachers. 
The students generally positively evaluate this 
method of learning. The survey about the effica-
cy of mass media in English language teaching 
conducted by V. Bhuvaneswari and G.  Christo-
pher reveals that all students agreed that the use 
of mass media for English language teaching 
breaks the monotony and makes the class more 
interesting. Further, 96% of the students agreed 
that the use of mass media always leads them to a 
better understanding of the concepts, 88% of the 
students agreed to the research statement that 
their analytical skill is enhanced because of mass 
media practice. Furthermore, 97% of the students 
agreed that the usage of mass media materials 
fosters creative thinking [2020: 597–598]. The re-
sults stated in this survey undoubtedly prove that 
mass media texts in any language learning have 
much to offer to students if used correctly and ef-
ficiently.

With advantages been clearly stated and de-
fined the question of limitations arises and we 
cannot evade reflecting this aspect as well. The 
challenges of mass media material in the class-
rooms are described by V. Bhuvaneswari and 
G. Christopher as follows: 1. Facilities like Smart 
Board, LCD projector, internet connectivity, the 
sound system may not available in all the class-
rooms. 2. Teachers should be proficient in han-
dling technology properly. 3. There is a possibi- 
lity that students turn into passive observers than 
active participants in the classroom. 4. Planning 
and preparation takes time [2020: 598]. From our 
point of view we regard one more aspect as a limi- 
tation. Not only the planning and preparation of 
such a lesson is time consuming, it requires a sig-

nificant amount of teacher’s creativity. The tea- 
cher needs to be knowledgeable in all disciplines 
of linguistics and know the culture well. Still, the 
positive aspects prevail over negative ones.

To prepare effective lessons with mass me-
dia materials it is desirable to meet some basic 
requirements for their selection. I.  V.  Cykunov 
describes selection criteria as follows: sufficient 
volume, not too long for comprehension and not 
too short to allow in-depth interpretation; bright 
linguistic characteristics that allow to explore the 
modality of the text in its various manifestations; 
significant authorship of interest from a linguis-
tic and cultural point of view (famous writers, po-
ets, directors, politicians and public figures); cul-
tural and historical significance. The main thing 
is that the media text is a detailed statement with 
all the characteristics of a full-fledged text (struc-
ture and completeness) [2015: 38].

Let us now proceed to practical methods of 
utilizing mass media resources in the classroom. 
Any practice should always include short intro-
ductory phase to introduce the topic or mass me-
dia text type and to excite students’ interest. It 
can include variety of activities like queries about 
students’ background knowledge about the to- 
pic, predicting the storyline based on the head-
line / picture / photo / keywords, brainstorming, 
small discussion and other methods. These acti- 
vities can promote students’ interaction among 
themselves.

We can be sure that there will be new vocabu-
lary and grammar structures for our students in 
authentic mass media materials. The decision to 
pre-teach vocabulary is in teacher’s hands. Ho- 
wever, there are a few points to consider in this 
regard. First of all, students do not need to know 
each and every word in the text. This would even-
tually support a formation of a  “mental block” 
in students. They need to develop a certain tole- 
rance for unknown vocabulary if they are expected 
to continue working with authentic Russian re-
sources outside the classroom. Moreover, useful 
skills are being developed if we skip pre-teaching 
like deducing meaning of words from the context 
and general understand of the text. Therefore, 
pre-teaching should be meaningful and should 
include only vocabulary that is absolutely crucial 
for understanding the main idea of a  text. The 
pre-teaching itself can be in the form of gues- 
sing the meaning and giving definitions. Stu- 
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dies show 98% lexical coverage provides adequate 
comprehension of a written text; the remaining 
2% can be guessed from context easily [Nation 
2009: 6].

Let us now consider what options mass me-
dia texts offer to teachers for practicing and im-
proving productive and receptive skills of the stu-
dents. Mass media texts provide various activi-
ties to practise speaking. The warm-up of a lesson 
can be an open discussion about what interesting 
news students have read or listened to during the 
past week. This is an excellent way to start a les-
son. Not only it provides students with speaking 
time, it also reflects their interests, which can be 
utilised by teacher in process of selecting mass 
media material. To promote speaking skills even 
more students can be asked to retell the story/
summarize the article/audio, to describe visual 
components (pictures, photos), to predict sto-
ries by looking at photographs/headlines, to ask 
questions, exchange the news, act out, to mode- 
rate the discussion. Students can be encouraged 
to solve problems covered in the text. This activity 
can be accompanied by a search quest – students 
find out more about the topic and present infor-
mation found afterwards.

D. Duda suggests to go beyond the text and to 
expand the news story by role-playing interviews 
with students who pretend to be characters from 
the news or “eyewitnesses” [Duda, 1997: 21]. This 
activity is effective speaking practice and makes 
the article more realistic for the students.

Advertisement contest: students select and criti-
cally analyse advertisements they consider offen-
sive, inappropriate, good or funny.

Deeper understanding of advertisements can 
be achieved by a following activity: Teacher dis-
tributes advertisements cut from newspapers. 
Students try to determine the advertising tech-
niques used in particular advertisements and their 
efficiency. Teacher moderates the discussion and 
elicits the persuasive and psychological techniques 
affecting buying decisions like playing on human’s 
fears, sexual attractiveness, peer pressure, nostal-
gia, famous people, faith and hope [Baryshnikova, 
2017: 16–28] and many others.

The second skill to be considered is reading. 
Mass media resources provide an extensive da-
tabase for practising this receptive skill. Rea- 
ding mass media texts can be utilized to develop 
several competences: reading comprehension, 

vocabulary and grammar practice. Students can 
train different reading techniques: skimming –  
reading for gist, scanning – reading for speci- 
fic information. Scavenger hunt activity combines 
all these techniques. Teacher compiles a list of 
points students will be given to find in a certain 
newspaper or magazine. Students then work to-
gether or individually to find the items, such as 
an article about politics, a birth announcement, 
a story about courage, an ad for a cell phone, find 
a picture of an important world leader, a piece of 
advice, etc. “The scavenger hunts not only fami- 
liarize students with the terminology of the news-
paper and give them practice with skimming and 
scanning, but they also familiarize the students 
with the layout of a newspaper” [Duda 1997: 21].

Except the simple reading of the text, it is ad-
vised to support it by activities, ideally pre-rea- 
ding, while-reading and post-reading activities 
that can be made up from following but also ot- 
her tasks: rearranging jumbled up paragraphs, 
true/false statements, multiple-choice questions, 
filling in the blanks; instead of questions, stu-
dents can be asked to carry out tasks such as: cir-
cle, underline, describe, explain, research, create a better 
headline etc.

Guess the headline activity: headlines are cut 
out from different news, mixed and distributed 
to students together with articles. Students read 
the news and match them with the correspon- 
ding headlines.

Following activity suggestions are focused 
on writing as a productive skill. Mass media text 
can be used to enhance writing in various ways. 
Students can practice simple making notes while 
reading/listening, writing weather reports, ad-
vertisements, advice columns, and classified ads. 
Activity Write a letter to the editor: students read or 
listen to the mass media text and then write a let-
ter to the editor expressing their opinions, con-
cerns, or complaints.

Creative writing: a report for an imaginary news-
paper: students are assigned the type of newspa-
per: broadsheet or tabloid. Two sets of cards are 
distributed among the teams of students: prompts 
with name of a well-known person: e.g. actors, 
singers, president, etc., and scenario e.g.: love af-
fair, scandal, strike, holiday, drugs etc. Students 
write their own fictional story about the person 
and scenario prompts given. One member of a 
team presents story. The students can vote which 
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story they liked the most. Points will be awar- 
ded for originality, vocabulary, spelling, grammar, 
headlines, and additional visual components.

Write the last paragraph activity combines rea- 
ding with writing output. Students practise skill 
to sum up and wrap up already read information. 
At the end of the activity, teacher can read the 
original last paragraph for comparison.

Silent Movie activity: students watch a small 
segment of the film, preferably a  dialogue, wi- 
thout sound. Their task is to write a script for the 
movie in pairs or in groups. Then they present 
their work. The original is played at the end for 
comparison.

Distribute headlines among groups of stu-
dents and ask them to choose one and write 
a  news story that would go with it. Once their 
stories are completed, provide the students with 
the original stories. Discussion is stirred up 
about how close they were to the original and to 
what extent the headline conveyed the meaning.

Students should be given opportunities to 
read and to respond to one another’s writing. The 
method of peer review can be an effective and 
useful tool to collaborate, to learn how to formu-
late constructive feedback and to improve their 
own writing. Peer review together with teacher’s 
final evaluation can provide the author with valu-
able feedback and stimuli.

Knowledge about mass media text types also 
needs to be trained and developed. Students are 
able to be differentiate between news, comment 
and analysis, feature and advertisement after 
short discussion and practice. These texts mani- 
fest a different level of relationship between in-
forming and persuading. “By comparing news 
articles to editorials, feature stories, and ad-
vertisements, students can better see the diffe- 
rences between fact and opinion” [Duda 1997: 21]. 
This can help students to become responsible and 
aware recipients.

D. Duda suggests a following exercise to 
prompt students to evaluate text types: students 
compare a news article and a comment and ana- 
lysis or feature story. They circle all judgmen-
tal statements or words, including all adjectives 
and adverbs and compare their frequency in the 
different kinds of writing. Students can then see 
what the author is trying to accomplish. This pro-
vides a perfect opportunity to discuss purpose, 
style, and audience [1997: 21].

If we want students to actively produce dif-
ferent types of these texts on their own, they 
should also be informed about the text charac-
teristics (terms such as hard news, soft news, 
5  W’s, inverted pyramid are introduced in the 
case of news). One activity to promote students’ 
deeper understanding of different kinds of texts 
is active production, which can be conducted in 
several ways. Teacher can ask students to rewrite 
an original piece of news to feature or comment 
and analysis or vice versa. The second option is 
to assign a common topic to all groups and the 
text type. Students then work in groups to write 
about that topic in compliance with the text cha- 
racteristics requirements they were assigned. 
The texts are presented and evaluated in the end 
of the activity.

The last skill to be discussed is listening. In-
formation technologies allow us to use exten-
sive mass media resources as a valuable practice 
of this receptive skill. Learners can benefit from 
listening to authentic news and programmes in 
Russian to a  large extent. Such a practice helps 
them to develop their own listening strategies 
that will be effective in coping with listening 
comprehension in every other topic and area of 
Russian language.

T. Zan’ko suggests following methods to be 
used after listening: discussion of the main idea 
of the audio; characteristics of the participants 
in the audio based on their statements; work 
with lexical and phraseological units, gramma- 
tical structures used; work with the types of into-
nation structures found in the text; students can 
express their agreement/disagreement with the 
opinion of the participants and they can provide 
the argumentation of their own opinion [Zan’ko 
2019: 92]. Diverse activities can encourage the 
learners to listen to Russian language more out-
side the classroom.

Authentic mass media materials can be used 
not only for studying the Russian vocabulary and 
practicing receptive or productive skills, although 
they have been proven effective for these purpo- 
ses. “Most newspapers are linguistically up-to-
date and provide valuable linguistic data. They 
may be used for the wide variety of text types and 
language styles, not often found in textbooks” 
[Tafani 2009: 84]. Mass media in general play an 
irreplaceable role in introduction and subsequent 
practice of linguistic phenomena, whether that 
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is slang, terms, dialectisms, literary expressions, 
journalistic clichés, metaphors and other stylistic 
expressive language means, phraseological units 
and their transformations and others. Students 
should be able to recognize these units in mass 
media text and to name them. The further prac-
tice and discussion aims at promotion of true un-
derstanding of a language of mass media and the 
reason behind choosing each linguistic means 
by experienced journalists. In this way we can 
interconnect linguistics with cognitive and lin-
guo-cultural approach.

Such analysis may lead to definition of linguis-
tic tendencies that are reflected in mass media. 
Students can be trained to see the use of slang, 
colloquial vocabulary as a  manifestation of de-
mocratization of Russian language, which follows 
democratization of Russian society. On the other 
hand, metaphors, irony, precedent phenomena, 
word play is perceived as a sign of intellectualiza-
tion – i.e. an intentional attempt to make the text 
harder for the recipient. These tendencies result 
from abolition of censorship in Russia and pres- 
sing competition among mass media.

Special attention should be paid to metaphors 
during linguistic analysis, as metaphors are not 
just a mere stylistic means: “The metaphor per-
meates our entire daily lives and manifests itself 
not only in language but also in thinking and ac- 
ting. Our everyday conceptual system, which we 
think and act within, is essentially metaphorical” 
[Lakoff, Johnson 2004: 25]. By analyzing the text 
and metaphors in it, we can reach a deeper un-
derstanding of the described fact, as well as the 
purpose for which the article was written. The 
same is applied to phraseological units and pare-
mias. “It is becoming more and more common in 
the press to use proverbs and sayings (especially 
in a transformed updated form) in order to in-
fluence perception facts from a certain point of 
view” [Dulebová 2011: 110].

Mass media texts provide an excellent oppor-
tunity to study how stereotypes are formed, how 
verbal aggression is achieved by linguistic means. 
The students need to understand that: “an ex-
perienced journalist operates with symbols, ar-
chetypes and rituals with the mass (public) con-
sciousness of the period and the nation” [Dule-
bová 2011: 110].

5. Conclusion
Our study has shown the importance of in-

corporating authentic mass media texts in the 
classroom of Russian as a foreign language but 
also has suggested some practical exercises and 
activities to interest students in mass media, 
to expand their vocabulary and knowledge of 
grammar and to promote productive as well as 
receptive skills by means of interactive activi-
ties. Teachers are encouraged to use mass media 
materials at the lessons, despite their difficult 
language. Certain exercises and tasks have been 
described that could help to design tasks with 
regard to various language levels and interests 
of our students in compliance with the famous 
maxim in language teaching: Grade the task – 
not the material [Sanderson 2002].

Naturally, the activities and exercises de-
scribed in this study do not exhaust all the pos-
sibilities mass media materials provide in tea- 
ching Russian as a second language. Hopefully, 
they can encourage the teacher to take advan-
tage of mass media resources and help him to 
approach their incorporation in the lessons cre-
atively.

The activities and exercises suggested in the 
study improve not only knowledge of Russian 
language, but also develop four basic language 
skills and psychological qualities of students, 
such as memory, prediction skills, and prompt-
ness in reacting to linguistic stimuli. Text analy-
sis in pairs and groups has been shown effective 
to prompt collaborative learning and discussion 
among learners. A spirit of cooperation rather 
than competition may be fostered in this way.

Engaging students to work with mass me-
dia materials results in deeper connection and 
understanding of the language and culture the 
media transmit. Not only students need to be 
prepared for the 21st century, the teacher also 
needs to develop skills and media and technolo- 
gical literacy. The teacher needs to show a certain 
amount of creativity to step back from textbook 
material and take the time to plan and prepare 
lessons. The undergraduate students will be gi- 
ven tools and motivation to work with the un-
limited information we have access to and to ap-
proach information critically and will be more 
prepared for real language.
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